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Various types of information are provided to passengers at

stations, however, under the present circumstances it is still a

case of "providing bits and pieces of information in many

places."  We have yet to achieve a situation that says to

passengers, "If you come here, you can get any information

about the station and trains."  Information centers and service

managers have been introduced at some stations, but they are

still limited by space and time.

In an earlier study about the type of information passengers

want at stations, we found that they want information that is

relatively easy to provide, such as train operation information,

transfer information, information about stations and

surrounding areas, train schedules, etc.  We believe that this

indicates that the system approach for providing information at

stations is effective.

Based on the above and in order to improve information

services, we developed a fixed-information terminal called

"Information Agent", which is easy for passengers to use.  We

then conducted a field test at Ueno station.

The Information Agent provides three types of information:

"Train operation information," "station and surrounding area

information" and "transfer information."  "Train operation

information" is provided by acquiring train operation

information from the Time Table Information Service Co., Ltd.

over the Internet.  This information is overlaid on train route

maps to create a visual display for passengers to view.  "Station

and surrounding area information" sub-system combines a

station map and maps of the surrounding area in digital form

with programs that can be operated through a touch-panel

screens.  In the "transfer information" sub-system, passengers

input the departure station, destination station, and other

search conditions from a touch-panel screen.  The sub-system

searches the Internet using the input criteria to retrieve the

train route information (Figure 1).

With regard to the design of the terminal, we designed it so

that it blends in with existing information signs and

information centers in stations.  By adopting the CUBE concept

in the design of the terminal, we made the terminal flexible so

that different hardware modules are used for different

contents.  By making a 40 cm x 40 cm CUBE the minimum

module size, the contents provided by a given terminal can be

selected so that terminals can be configured according to the

stations or locations they will be installed at.

In this study, the terminal was designed to be installed next to
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the Ueno station information counter.  The terminal consisted

of a 61-inch plasma display (train operation information), a 37-

inch LCD (station and surrounding area information), and 18-

inch LCD (transfer information).  Each of these displays also

had accompanying touch-panel screens for passenger input.

The three types of content ("transfer information," "station and

surrounding area information" and "train operation

information") are described below.

3.1 Transfer Information

3.1.1 Background

One of the most frequently requested types of information at

stations is transfer information.  In recent years, there are more

people who use the Internet to download and print out route

directions, however, such printouts cannot cope with changes

in schedules.  Similar services are also provided through

mobile phone-oriented web sites, but these sites are not

always easy to use.

Therefore, we decided to create transfer information contents

for use in stations.  We created the contents specifically for

Ueno station, and designed the interface to make it easy for

passengers to acquire the desired information.

3.1.2 Software Configuration

The transfer information application is made up of three

components:  A screen unit, a data processing unit, and a

communications unit (Figure 2).  The screen unit is the user

interface.  Because Flash is used, it is possible to create an

interface with moving images.  We used "Ekimae Tanken Club"

(Station Searching Club) as the search engine for the transfer

information in this instance.

3.1.3 User Interface

Because the terminal will be installed at stations, we designed

the interface to be used with a touch-panel screen.  Since we

knew the unit would be installed at Ueno station, the

departure station was preset to "Ueno" (Figure 3).  It is also

possible to input station names alphabetically or from a JR

map of the greater Tokyo area.

For example, if "Nisshin station" is input, the data is

immediately transmitted to the search engine to start the
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search.  In addition to the train to be used, the search results

also show the track number.  Detailed information can be

examined and times can also be changed.  In addition, a map

can be displayed to show the passenger the way to the correct

platform from the terminal (Figure 4).

3.2 Station and Surrounding Area Information

3.2.1 Background

At present, information about stations and surrounding areas is

provided by people in the form of service managers and

information centers, and by information signs and sign boards.

From the point of view of customer satisfaction, information

provided by people is the best because matters can be

handled flexibly according to the situation.  However, this

service cannot be provided to a large number of passengers

because of costs.  In examining the information requested in

stations, however, we found that many repeated requests were

simple ones, such as the location of lavatories and

entrances/exits.  In addition, the expanded use of the Internet

has led more passengers to look things up themselves.

Based on these circumstances and in order to improve

information services within stations, we developed a station

and surrounding area information system that "can provide

information services through a machine (system)" and that "can

provide appropriate information services through a machine

(system)."

3.2.2 Examination of the Screen Design

We decided to use a vertical layout for the basic design of the

screen.  The top part of the screen is a map display area and

the bottom part contains the buttons for operation (Figure 5).

Language selection buttons for Japanese, English, Chinese and

Korean are provided.  Facility selection buttons include

lavatories, entrances/exits and other information that

passengers request in stations.  In addition, an icon figure is

used to emphasize the fact that the screen is a touch-panel

screen.

The map display area is made as large as possible so that users

will know that it is a map even when viewed from a distance

and so that the entire station can be displayed.

3.2.3 System Configuration

We determined to develop the system in modules, so that "by

separating the data (station maps, surrounding area maps)

from the program, the program can be used for other stations

simply by replacing the data."

This should simplify introduction of the system in other

stations.  In information systems such as this in which contents

are developed to provide customers with ease of use and the

best information, the contents are usually such that they are

location specific.  Therefore, it is often the case that the data

and program areas overlap, making it difficult to use the

systems in other locations.  This results in high development

costs because of the need to develop contents for each station.

Because we are trying to develop a system for practical use,

we determined to use a modular structure that separates the

program section from the data section (Figure 6).
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Due to this modular structure, when contents are provided for

each station, only the data section needs to be created.  This

reduces costs and development steps.  At the same time, there

are advantages for passengers and for system administrators.

In addition, Flash is used for image management, so that the

data can be managed in movie clip units.  The configuration of

the layers is such that they visually overlap.  Movie clips that

are located in lower layers are hidden by movie clips located

in higher layers.  Furthermore, layer and frame configurations

can be assigned to movie clips, and movie clips can be

allocated hierarchically.  Therefore, based on the final screen

design that we adopted, we decided to use the data structure

shown in Figure 7.

3.3 Providing Train Operation Information

3.3.1 Background

The purpose of providing train operation information in

stations is mainly for when there are problems in train

operation.  In cases when such problems affect the movement

of passengers, information is provided so that passengers can

make decisions concerning their next actions.  At the present

time, the main methods used to provide train operation

information are the LED displays located near the ticket gates

and public announcements made in the stations.  However, if

the timing is bad, passengers will not be able to hear public

announcements made in the stations.  Also, although LEDs are

bright and easy to see, their resolution is low so that

information must be scrolled.  Therefore, in order to see the

information a passenger desires, he or she must stop and

watch the display.

Because of these limitations, we decided that an easier to

understand train operation information system based on route

maps was needed.  Thus, we developed a train operation

information system that uses a route map of the greater Tokyo

area.

3.3.2 System Configuration

The configuration of this system is shown in Figure 8.  This

system is made up of the three following components: a "data

receiving function" that receives train operation information

from the Time Table Information Service Co., Ltd.; an "XML

conversion function" that converts the XML data received into

XML data for display; and an "operation information display

function" that generates the data for the top layer route map

graphical information and character information section from

the XML data.

When there is a problem with train operation, XML format data

is retrieved from the Time Table Information Service Co., Ltd.

via the Internet.  The XML data retrieved has train operations

information with tags such as time, route, line section, cause,

direction, situation, details, etc.  In order to display this

information in a graphical format on a route map, the
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information must be converted in various ways; e.g., with

coordinate information for the station.

The XML format for display generated after conversion is used

to produce the actual screen displayed.

3.3.3 Screen Interface

The screen interface is broken down into two areas: The

character information section on the left side and the image

information section that covers the center and right sides of the

screen.  By using this image information section to display the

train operations information over a route map, passengers can

see at a glance (in a short time) the lines and sections that are

affected by problems (Figure 9).

There are about 20 different operation conditions, such as

"operation halted," "operation due to resume," etc.  Trying to

show these in graphical format might cause greater confusion.

Therefore, we divided these categories into three patterns:

"Stopped," "Delayed" and "Normal."  When operations are

"Stopped," the route color of the subject line is made active

and the route and affected areas are displayed in red.  When

operations are "Delayed," the route color of the subject line is

made active and the route and affected areas are displayed in

yellow.  When operations are "Normal," lines are displayed in

light gray.

In order to make the displays easier to see and understand, we

included a zoom function that displays the affected area and

range as large as possible.  However, if only a given portion is

magnified this can make a route map harder to understand, so

we programmed the system to always show the Yamanote

Line.

When there is more than one accident, the character

information display on the left is designed to periodically

switch displays.  In addition, the character information on

LEDs is also displayed as superimposed messages at the

bottom of the screen.  This allows conventional LED

information to be displayed.

In order to discover any problems with the Information Agent

that was developed to improve information services at stations,

we actually installed a unit in a station and had passengers use

it.

4.1 Field Test Overview

The field test was conducted for about three months from

December 9, 2004 to February 10, 2005 (excluding December

23, 2004 to January 9, 2005).  The unit was installed next to the

information center at the Koen entrance/exit ticket gates of

Ueno Station (Figure 10).

We assigned one staff member to the unit for the entire test

period, mainly to start and shut down the system, and to

quickly discover system problems and contact the

development team.  This staff member, however, did not lead

passengers to the Information Agent or actively explain how to

use it.  The staff member only answered questions when

directly asked.

This is because of the purpose of the Information Agent is to

"have passengers use it themselves to retrieve the information

they require."
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4.2 System Configuration

Figure 11 shows the system configuration of the Information

Agent used in the field test.

An ADSL line was installed at the site, and this was used to

connect to the Internet.  The Internet is used to provide the

three following functions:

(1) Connecting to the Time Table Information Service server to

receive train operations information.

(2) Retrieve route information from the "Ekimae Tanken Club"

when transfer information is required.

(3) Remote control (shutting down of the power and system

resetting) of the Information Agent and its three contents (train

operation information, station and surrounding area

information and transfer information) from the control PC at

the test room of the Research and Development Center of JR

East Group (Nisshin) connected via the Internet.

The firewall of the DSL router was set up so that it could only

be accessed from the IP addresses of the Time Table

Information Service and Research and Development Center of

JR East Group.  This was to assure the security of the

Information Agent and prevent any virus infections.  In

addition, only specific ports were allowed to be used, and

control of the Information Agent was only allowed from web

browsers and the Research and Development Center of JR East

Group.

4.3 Data Collection

In order to acquire basic data for analysis of the field test, we

collected data during the test period (Figure 12).

(1) Passenger Questionnaires

We conducted an on-site survey of passengers with

questionnaires, centered on those passengers who used the

Information Agent.  These surveys were conducted six times

on weekdays and weekends for three different periods.

(2) Data Collection by Staff Members

We used our staff that were always stationed near the

Information Agent during the test to collect information.  They

collected data concerning the action patterns of passengers

and their attributes.

(3) Number of Inquiries at the Information Center

We collected the number of inquiries made at the information

center before and after installation of the Information Agent.

(4) ITV Image Recordings

With regard to "train operation information" that does not

require operation by passengers (Push-type content),

recordings from existing ITV images were used to monitor the

area around the Information Agent.

4.4 Field Test Results

4.4.1 Users and Usage Attributes

The average number of users was 43.7 per day.  Weekdays

averaged 35.8 users and weekends and holidays 62.0 users.

We believe that this is partially due to the fact that the test unit

was installed at the Koen entrance/exit ticket gates of Ueno

station that has a large number of users on holidays.  Because

there are many public facilities near this ticket gate, such as

Ueno Zoo and various museums, there are many tourists on

holidays and the type of passenger differs greatly from

weekdays.
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In examining user attributes, we found that many of them

were male.  In the case of men, users ranged from their 20s to

their 40s, but for women, users were mainly in their 20s and

30s.

4.4.2 Contents Used

In examining the contents used, with regard to the "transfer

information" and "station and surrounding area information"

contents in which passengers have to operate the unit (Pull-

type contents), about the same number of passengers used

both.  However, when these are examined by sex and age,

men used "transfer information" more than "station and

surrounding area information," and women used "station and

surrounding area information" more than "transfer information"

(Figure 13).

4.4.3 Number of Inquiries at the Information Center

We analyzed and examined the changes in the number of

inquiries at the information center for a week before and after

the Information Agent was installed.  Figure 14 shows the

change in the number of inquiries at the information center,

and Figure 15 shows the change in the numbers of various

types of inquiries.

Although the number of inquiries declined, it cannot be said

that this is the result of installing the Information Agent

because the conditions are not exactly the same.  However,

when a detailed analysis is made, we found that the number of

inquiries concerning train schedules and track information had

declined, so we can establish a hypothesis that operation

support using IT is possible.

From our development of the Information Agent and the field

test, we believe that there is a need for such a system and that

such a system is viable for station information services.  We

also believe that by combining "information services provided

by people" and "information services provided by systems" we

can both "improve customer satisfaction by improving the level

of services" and "make work more efficient with the use of

systems."

We plan to continue development of these systems in the

future to achieve even better systems that can provide

rescheduled train information, easier to understand station

maps, foreign language capabilities, better designs, etc.
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